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Ninety-thre-e miles from the city of Esmeraldas, scattered
throughout the fertile mountains, forest and desert lands of
the province, on the banks of the rivers Onzole, Gayapaard
and San Nichole, live the unhappy and degraded Cayapas.
Although they are divided into three tribes, each tribe having
its own country, they prefer absolute solitude and isolation,
and, scattered among the gloomy virgin forests, they only
visit their respective countries a few times a year, to take part
in the celebration of their barbarous feasts and to receive the
visits of the Catholic missionary, who is the Vicar of these
provinces, and for whom they have a special preference. I
am unable to give an exact approximation of the number of
individuals that form the three tribes, for the reason that the
country is so inaccessible.

The native Cayapo is able to travel enormous distances
with ease, and fatigue seems to be unknown to him. He
climbs and descends the most dangerous peaks with wonder-
ful agility, and penetrates the thickest forests with the sure-nes- s

of the deer. These daring voyagers do not hesitate to
embark on the high seas in the fragile canoes made by their
own hands from the bark of trees, and such is their wonder-

ful seamanship that they are often enabled to brave storms
successfully. This 1 know from personal information, for at
times when I have visited a section of them after an interval
of a few months they have brought Cayapas that I never saw
before, and who must have made voyages such as 1 have de-

scribed. This wonderful tendency naturally militates very
much against their conversion, and puts many difficulties in

the way of the missionaries. I have estimated that there are
three thousand Indians who still lack the light of the gospel.
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